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3.S TROPICAL FOREST SEED ECOLOGY D. Janzen-C. VIlZque&- Yanes 

There is already an enormous da ta base on tropical seed biology in the li terature and in human 
memory. This data base is growing rapidly while its source is shrinking even more rapidly. 
The relevance of any particular part ot this data base to the management ot mixed tropical 
forest! is extremely dependent on situation, just as is the case with the management o( other 
ecosystem components. The components of the management process are the site (what 
particular (orest), the management goal(s), the raw materials (plant and animal (orest 
occupant!), and the competence of the manqers. The guiding principles are 'know thy 
of'lanisms' and 'know thy habitat'. The habitat determines the relevance of any particular 
aspect of seed ecology. A thorough knowledge of the literature on tropical seed biology is 
unlikely to provide specific answers to any particular manqement problem, but on the other 
hand, the seed biology literature often sugJests relevant possibilities. While some 
generalizations about tropical seeds themselves are a necessary part of the management 
tramework, they ate only distant or indirectly useful to a person actually attempting to ",ow 
or man.,. • particulat forest on a particular site. Of fat greater use Is understanding ot 
the natural history and of system interactions in particular circumstanca. 

Four processes Interact to lenerate the seed "shadow" that finally produces a seedlinr "shadow": 
seed production, predation, dispersal and dormancy. The processes that determine subsequant 
ac:h.llt tree recruitment trom that seedling "shadow" are the same, except for the deletion 
of dislpersal and the addition of l1'0wth. With this in mind. it is evident that seeds and seedlinp 
are not the only JuvenUa potentially available for manipulation by the managers; for example, 
releast", 'teen-qe' treat from competition may be much more effect ive than plantin&' seeds 
or seecrur.s of a desired species, as foresters well know • 

.... procOoction 

indlvtdual- and species-specific seed production patterns vary within the individual, population, 
'lear, season and habitat. In general. species of the primary forest canopy wait longer (up 
t o many yean) between seed crops, and tend to be more synchronous at the level of the 
popw.tlon and habitat than are the species that form early successional (orests. Within a 
species, an individual's pattern of seed production among years Is nearly always very situation
dependent rather than locked into a genetically-fixed cuing system. Individuals in arboreta 
and other Isolated circumstances are notorious for (ruiting in years when the population at 
large does not fruit. 

There is enormous inter- and Intra-specitlc variation in the size of the seed crops of individual 
tre.. A lar8'e crop may range (rom only a few dozen huge seeds to several million sm all 
seedl. Likewise, it is commonplace for a given individual to vary as much as IOO-fold in the 
size of its seed crop amon&' years. Within an individual tree's crop. the lightest vi able seeds 
frequently weip less than half of the heaviest viable seed!. 

WhOe seed production is otten a crit ical part of the process that leads to restoration of a 
particular forest, Its s tudy in the abs tract ·Is or li ttle assistance in management. In general, 
habitat disturbance increases seed yields tor the surviving individuals, if the pollinator services 
have not been depressed (or altered to an extent where pOllina ton r roduce de trim entally 
inbred Ilnotypes through their pa tterns o( poUen movement) and i f the new envi ronment 
is not detrimental to the tree's reproduct ive physiology. The increase in seed product ion 
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comes abou' directly through increased resources . for the tree .and indi rec tly through ~ecreased 
seed preda tion by speCialist insect! and . c~r tam (?res t - lovmg Vertebrates. The Increased 
seed yields may be ·pleasant ' (or the survIVing (ruglvores and seed-predators (as well as fo r 
those persons tha t are collect ing seed ), but they will also severely alter the proportional 
demography oC the seed r!.in onto the site. Whe ther this is prejudicial or benefi cial to 
management depend! on th~ manage ment goals. 

Flowering is often conspicuous but. is not .a good indicator of where ~d w~en mature se.eds 
"Hill be available either (or collect ion or dispersal by natural agents . LikeW ise, some tropical 
trees are runc t i~nallY male. and thereCor~ their densi ty .and . lo~ation as n owering individuals 
is a poor indicator of the density and location of seed-bearlng individuals. 

Si nce seed product ion varies strongly a,!,ong and between years, the time of year and the 
year in which a reforestation project or a forest alteration scheme begiruJ will s trongly affect 
the subsequent outcome. likewise, as long appreciated by Malaysian foresters. the (lUmber 
of years since the last mast seeding will influence the number of seedlings that are available 
to generate new trees at the time thllt the forest is perturbed. As mentioned earlier, trees 
that are on s trong individual. population-wide or habitat-wide seed production cycles are 
likely to lose thei r synchronization when the habitat is removed around them. With seed 
production com ing at intervals. the seed (and hence seedling) dynamics of a given year should 
not be taken as necessarily representative of the subsequent yean. These statement! apply 
most strongly to primary forest, but even young secondary forest can have yeatS ot high and 
low seed produ«tion. 

When trees are left standing Or encouraged as seed trees in manipulated torest, they must 
be accompanied by appropriate habitat fOr pollinatot"3l and seed dLsperser"Sl Itowever, 
substitutions ot one agent by another are quite possible - even thouih, In any .specific CaM, 
the surrogates are likely to generate a difterent pollination or seed dbpersaJ. pattern. 

In sum, about the only kind ot positive manipulatlon that can occur with .se.d crop production 
is species-specific reduction in environmental constraint! to resources for ttM adult tree, 
undertaken in the hope thet such manipulation Is not followed by • concomitant incl"ease 
in seed predators. While trHS mey be bred tor Itigh seed yield, ttt. dellrabillty ot rele8!llng 
suclt trees into a manaced habitat will depend on goalJ. It seed cropI are harvested, the 
harvester is just another kind ot seed predator; Itarvest Impact will depend on what would 
have been the fate ot the seeds that are harvested. 

Seed predation 

Just as different species have ditterent dl..spersal and germination properties, dtttel"ent speCies 
have different susceptibilities to difterent seed predators. The degree ot prordl.spel. sal 
predation is extraordinarily variable and very dependent on the circumstances ot the tree, 
year and habitat. Species range from sutterlng essentially no pre-dlspersal .seed predation 
anywltere, to species In which pre-di.spersaJ. seed predation intensity changes as the Itabitat 
changes, to species that sutter very Itlgh leveb or pre-dlspersal predation almost everywhere 
(except when the seed predators have been eliminated by habitat destructlon)_ The same 
gradient occurs in post~ispersal predation on seeds and young seedlbgs, but with poor or 
any) correlation. 

The deer- ot seed predation of any given tree species does not correlate well with the 
abundance ot individual adults of that species. However, it a given tree species suffers a 
riven Nlfme ot pre-dl.spersaJ. seed predation, tlten a change in that regime is likely to lead 
to alUbHquent chance In other demoeraphic and micro-geographic traits or recruitment. 

While it has not been the subject ot much explicit study, it would appear that the intensity 
of seed predation declines as the scale and intensity of habitat destruction InCreases. There 
are multiple causes. First, some pioneer species seem to have seeds sufficiently small that 
they are often not ted upon by either generalist or specialist seed predators. The dynamics 
ot seed predation are quite s ize dependent. Furthermore, once a seed has been dispersed, 
the sml.ller it is the greater the chance that it will be totally Jree of animate seed predators 
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In any habitat. fungi, on the other hand, appear to be more successful a t killing small than 
!urge seeds. Secona, isolated trees in open fields often bear crops that have no contact with 
t.le seed predators that kill large portions of conspeciric seed crops within the forest. ~!uCh 
!>ced predation in fores t is by animals that are quite unwilling to move into the open, with 
the outcome that the initial stages of secondary succession are often characterized by 
suostantially reduced rates of seed predation. On the other hand, certa in species of seed 
predators occur at higher density in disturOed lorest than in primary forest. 

It is tempting to believe that if forest restorat ion schemes could be set up such that the seed 
predators {peccaries, parrots, mice. beetles. etc.l were missing, then reforestdtion would 
occur more rapidly and desired trees might be more abundant in the new fo rest. Such could 
happen. but in general the novel habitat structure so ; ~nerated would have much more the 
appearence o( island vegetation ((ewer tree species in relatively monospecific stands, each 
to its own habi tat) than of mainland vegetation. In other words, the seed predators are in 
fact re,noving large numbers of of (spring before they have a chanc,," to express their 
competitiv\,: superiority, and many of these species may well be species that are not desired 
by the manager. finally, many seed predators are also dispersers, notably primates, ungula tes, 
and large rodents. These move seeds and kill them. Furthermore, the elimination o( a rodent 
that is, for example, killilll a large traction o( a seed crop may simply mean that some other 
mortality agent takes over. Likewise, even if the plant becomes more common or more locally 
widespread, it may well not occur in the pattern desired by the forest manager. 

Seed dispersal arents and processes are essential (thOUih not sufficient> (or forest to move 
onto land that has been cleared and tor return of partly perturbed (orest to its original state. 
This places a premium on questions of the distance (In time as weU as space) of seed scun:_ 
(rom the manipulated forest. The soil seed bank (see below) contains representatives of only 
a tiny rraction or the speciel at trees in a tropical torest (just as in the CaM in extra· tropical 
rorest), and these seeds are in haphazard proportiorw having little to do with any particular 
desired forest structure. They are, however, almOit all pioneer species. The dispersal arents 
are an essential link in the establishment of the seed shadows that will generate the seedl1na
environment interactlon that will eventually maintain the multi1Pecies pattern of tree species . 
in the (orest. SeedlIng establishment and growth to maturity is hichly dependent on the number 
of 'tries' at a given site, which is in turn dependent on seed dispersal system.. The seeds 
have to ,et to a rap or other sate site before they can survive and rrow thent. Since there 
is both attrition in the soil through death and germination, and since old seedlings may have 
di(rerent chances of surviving than do new seedlings, if a gap or other ravourable growth 
circumstance is opened up, the pattern or seed input :<"till have a strong impact on the pattern 
or both appearance and succe. of recruitment attempts. 

l\lost tropical toresu are mixes of wind and animal--dispersed seeds. As perturbation increases, 
or as the forest invades an open area, these two processes ere differentially atrected. In 
a forest (rom which the vertebrates have been 181'lely removed, the anlmal~ispersed species 
begin to decline in numbers and ch.llIe their relative abundances, and the wind~ispeMied 
species do the opposite. The first seeds or 181'Ie trees to arrive in a 181'Ie clearing or pasture 
adjacent to lorest are otten wind-dispeMled; furthermore, wind-dlspersed seeds almost always 
mature in the driest part (windiest part) or the year, with the outcome that their seeds are 
more resistant to the desiccatilll conditions of an open site than are those ot many other 
torest trees. 

While a riven species of tree otten has many dispersers, each dispeMier tends to make a 
difterent contribution to iu seed shadow. The outcome i.s that the selective removal of one 
speciet or d.rser may not result in a significantly diminished rate of seed removal from 
the parent tree yet result In the plant generating quite a difrerent seed and hence seedling 
shadow. Different dispersers display ditrerent timings of (rult removal (which in turn alters 
the percent or the seeds that are killed by seed predators) and different dispersal agents 
generate seed shadows with different susceptibilities to seed predators. 

In contrast to seed predators, certain seed dispersers may be sufficiently controllable that 
they become management tools. Cattle and horses in the neotropics are in this category 
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if used Wi th care at moderate density ; they consume la rge quant iti es of certaIn fruits and 
disperse the seeds among seasons as well as over large areas. Simultaneously they may trample 
and graze herbaceous plants in a manner so as to reduce their compe tition wIth t ree seeolings 
and saplings, and reduce the amount of fuel during wildfires. Cer tain wild ammals mas also 
have these e((ects. and therefore I',ave importance in fores t management qui te aSide' from 
the quest ion of whether the rarest is mainta ining them in their own right or whether {,'ev 
are be ing harves ted. ~Ianagement of animals in fo res t regenerat ion may dlso legitimize con~er~ 
fo r management of areas that are rar removed from the site in quest ion. ~I any frugivorous 
birds are highly migratory, as are some of the moths that are impor tan t poll inators. 

Dormancy 

The seeds of trop ical perennial plants are extremely variable :n their dormancy tra its. Inter
specific dormancy ranges (rom dry forest t ree seeds that can remain dormant (or tens of 
years in a bottle or soil (even wet soil) to thos"! that are already growing when they hit the 
ground. Germination tends to occur within a few weeks after dispersal in rain fores ts. bu t 
there are many exceptions. These are bas.!d both on traits intrinsic: to the seed and on the 
weather at the t ime of dispersal. 

The soil seed pool is very ditrerent between forests and disturbance regimes. It would appear 
that the wetter the forest throughout the year, the poorer is its soil in seeds of (orest plants. 
This is usually because the wetter the forest, the less likely are the seeds to be dormant and 
waiting (or germination cues at the time or dispersal. Second. the soil seed bank is almost 
entirely made up of pioneer speCies with a high turnover rate; these ruderals are usually 
profeSSional colonizers ot new light gaps or long-term distw1:lances such as riverbanks and 
steep slopes. Measurement ot their presence in so-called rain torest soils is severely 
confounded by the fact that most sample sites in the forest have been within a few kilometers 
at extensive tracu of secondary forest that generate extremely de ... and flll"""nung seed 
shadows (produced by animals and by wind) that overlay apparently pristine forest. When 
tree-falls occur in large expanses of truly pristine neotropical natland forest, many of the 
so-called gap colonizers (e.g. Cecropia, Trema. Ochroma, llU"le PI".,.) are absent from the 
regeneration. 

In dry habitats, there has been selection for the ability of seedI to remain dormant during 
the dry seuon if the ttuiU mature in lhe dry season (just u is the cue in extra-tropical tr~es 
with respect to the winter). In more humid foresu, a large proportion of species may wa:t 
for the beginni ... of the rainy season to germinate; in dry forest with a six-month rain-free 
period there is virtually no germination at seeds until the rainy seuon begins. Once into 
a dormant mode, even large tree seeds may simply wait (a long time in captivity) until a cue 
comes along; from this st~int, seeds that mature and disperse in the rainy season are 
likely to display a very different dormancy pattern than are seeds that mature in the dry 
season. Once dormancy hu evolved, there is then the obvious opportunity lor further selection 
towards spreadl", the germination pattern of a seed crop in time as well a.s space. 

Since large tree seeds are not maintained in the soil seed bank, more attention mu.st be paid 
to the relationship of the locations of seed trees, seedling/sapling pools, seed predators and 
dispersal agents, to recruitment. Equally difficult, even where there are barriers between 
seed trees and seed predaton and seed dispeMJen, large stores of seeds' do not accumulate 
in the soil beneath maternal parent trees (but management of seedling pools may be in order). 
Finally, there is the annoyl", fact that while the large seeds of many species of large trees 
do not remain dormant In the soil, a relatively rich nora of ruderal herbs, vines ana treelets 
may be dormant there at the time of forest perturbation. 

It Is particularly Important not to use the potential dormancy of seeds in laboratory storage 
as a mea.sure at their likelihood of dormancy in wildland soils. Many tropical trees disperse 
~ir seeds during the dry season, and if these dry season conditions are maintained during 
~ storage, at least several yean of dormancy may be achlev,ed. In natu~e, however . 
germination at the beginning of the rainy season, coupled with continuous post-<llspersal seed 
predation, soon eliminates the seed reservoir. This caveat applies even to legumes wi t h 
extremely hard and dry seeds that can last tor tens at yean in the herbarium. 
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, ), '" ,he accumulation, storage and dispersal of seeds. it is critical" 
If management !nYO· . ( , 

. h t there is an vbvious decline (rom dry ores t to very wet (orest In the propo~tion 
realize t 8 '" whose seem will remain dormant fo r several yel:lr5 or more. However 
of the tree ;peel . ' £ , ' 

, h dr iest si tes, 8 substantial fraction 0 the t rees Will have seeds that cannot tolerate 
even In t e )' £ h ) e ' h ' £ ' ) , d ' ttl n one dry season I t at ... ur er more. I managem ent Lnvo yes mtre UCtng seed 
mor: r:om elsewhere so as to replace an extinguished local population, it is likely tha t the 
~~~ r:ing seed genotype~ will h.av~ dormancy traits that ~atc:h t,heir home habita t better 
h the destination hab itat (thiS 15. however. not necessarily detrimen tal to a management 

~r~ramme). On the oth~r h~nd i t is also possib~e that there is ~o~~iderable ~ith in-pop~la tion 
variation in genetiC t raits tor dormancy , openmg up the possibility of rapid ecologic al or 
evolutionary selection fo r !toc!..s that have exceptionally dormant seeds. 

Seed ecology and forest management 

In tropical seed biology, 85 in other do mains, much remains to be done to apply sci ence to 
land manage ment. But at least the following management guidelines and implications would 
seem unambiguous. 

I. No matter how compelling the logic. a supposition about a process in seed biology requires 
field trial in a particular situation before it is Certain that it will apply to that situation; 
a rough and dirty field experiment is worth a thousand logics, at least at this primordial 
stage. Site specific experimenU ate critical. 

2. A given effect (e.g. increase in density of mahogany seedlings a.ppellZ'ing in an abandoned 
pasture) can be produced by altering many different paru of the overall system, rather 
than just by Changing the reI event seed peremeteMi. 

3. Interactants with seeds, be they animab, funci . bacteria or other plants, llZ'e only partly 
interchangeable: 'animab do not prey on and dlspeMie seeds. but rather speci .. and 
individuals do. 

4. Participants should be viewed as ecologically rather than evoluti9narily fittinc tocather, 
and certainly should not be viewed as 'coevolved' unless demonstrated to be; it is certain 
that many it not most of the organisms that initially selected tor the seed traits now 
observed llZ'e no longer interacllne with those seeds. and that mOlt mainland habitau are 
populated lqely by animals and planU that arrived by imm igration from the other sites 
where they did evolve. 

5. Only the elimination (extinction) of species is irreveMlible; all habitat structure can be 
regained it the participanu llZ'e still present and swtlcient time and/or resources can 
be allocated to the project. 

6. Proximity In time and space to seed, dispeMier and predator source matteMi. but not 
necessarily IInellZ'ly. 

7. Location of the beginning of a Seed experiment matteMi 85 much In time and season 8.! 

in space. 

8. The more detailed experience that a project manager has with the details of other tropical 
restoration ' and management projects. the more likely he or she is to be able to identify 
thOle proc ..... that will dramatically alter other proces.ses in the focal project. 

9. SeQ (and their producU, planu) are only partly interchaneeable; seeds are much less 
monomorphic than their appearance would lead one to suspect. 

10. Small plants ('Juveniles') may come from sources other than seeds; likewise, a seed bank 
in the soil or a remnant seed-bearing plant does not (tUarantee either persistencfl! or 
influence of a plant species. . 
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Som e other stat e ments about seed germin8tio d . . 
c reation and fill ing have been p, roposed by 8:'Z~~z ~~;d81LnIJ estaollshment In rela tIOn to gilD 
of sources (Table 5J. 4, In press), draw ing upOn 8 va,lel y 

Table S. A summary of present knowledge on seed germLnation in lr-opic:al fot'e5ts. 
Alter Bazzaz (1984. in pre:S8) 

Early successional and pioneer speci es nower early in li re and usually produce 
seeds annually. In areas with mild dry seasons, plants tend to Cruit at the end 
or the wet season. Whe re dry seasons are severe, plants concentrate their fruiting 
at the beginning o f the wet season. 

Seed longevity is low in most tropical countries. Suppressed seedlings may be 
more important than seed bank as a source or regeneration of some tropical 
t rees. However, seed longevity is usually higher for pioneer than for climax 
species and in pionef"r5 the seed bank may be a major source of regeneration. 
In contrast to pioneers, seeds of most climax species have no dormancy and d. 

short liCe span. 

Resprouting is common in tropical trees, but severe fire reduces it substantially. 
Severe ·fire and erosion destroy seed banks as well and re&eneration will depend 
on immigrants. 

Seed germination of the many pioneer species is enhanced by increased irradiance. 

Germination is generally rapid in tropical trees. But there is a.Lso within-species 
~' ariation in the speed of germination. Seeds with harder coats generally have 
a lower moisture content, are longer-lived, and take longer to germinate. 

The germination of many pioneer species is triilered by disturbance. Shifts 
in red/far red ratios and the temperature nuctuations that result from the removal 
of vegetation enhances germination. In contrast, seeds of many climax species, 
except for emergents, are able to germ inate in the shllde. It must be remembered, 
however, that tropical tree species vary widely in their germination responses 
to ditrerent light environments. Climax and pioneer species are probably not 
the only groups that are sensitive to changes in the light environment. 

3.' NUTRIENT CYCLING PROCESSES C.Jordan 

SoU fertility. the naUve tor.t and conversion 

Climatic conditions in the humid tropics are favourable for biological activity throughout 
the year. Continuous biological activity in the soil~ leads to high annual rates of decompos Ition 
and soil respiration, !lnd these processes result in high production of carbonic acid. The hIgh 
production of acid causes a high potential for nutrient loss. Where soils have been subjected 
to these processes for millions of years, soil fertility is usually low. Low soil fertility in t ropical 
humid ecosystems occurs primarily in lowland areas having latosols (oxisols and u.Itisols. or 
ferralsols). However, even in younger volcani c soi15, the continual biol~ical activity can 
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